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About This Content

Give Eren, Levi and Armin new outfits.
Add a little flavor to the battlefield by wearing a costume with a Summer Festival's motif.

*This set dosen't contain Mikasa Costume "Summer Festival".
*Costume All Set which contains all 16 costumes including Mikasa Costume "Summer Festival" will be released for a special

price in December.

* The images are from an in-development build and may differ from the final version.
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Title: Attack on Titan - Costume Set - Summer Festival
Genre: Action
Developer:
KOEI TECMO GAMES CO., LTD.
Publisher:
KOEI TECMO GAMES CO., LTD.
Release Date: 26 Aug, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® 7, Windows® 8.1, Windows® 10

Processor: Core i7 870 2.8GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA Geforce GTS 450

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 25 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c over

Additional Notes: Pixel Shader 3.0 over 3D Accelerator chip , VRAM 1GB over

English,French,German,Japanese,Traditional Chinese
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I have a pretty good computer, but it was struggling. I had to set a 30fps limit, and turned off the post effect option. Afer I did
that it ran smoothly.

Still a really good game.. This is the best visual novel i've ever played EVER.

The story is VERY good (even though its in development)

The art is very good (cg,character sprites,ect)

I've never played a visual novel with full motion video cut scenes fully animated

The interaction is the best i've ever seen in my life(visual novel wise) you investigate crime scenes, you can actually play on your
phone. my virtual pet died :(

One thing it lacks, but is made up for in the other feaures is that there is no voice acting, but this is not the first visual novel i've
played without it.

The action scenes are good.

It also has a very good soundtrack serously make a DLC for that.

This game is one trillion times better then sakura spirit (sakura spirit was the first visual novel i've played)

I've payed CDN$28.04 it was -15% best 28 dollers and 4 damn cents i've spent (and also the most i've put into one game).
I Recommend this game for the visual novel fans out there or the people who want to check this genre out.
BUY This damn game its worth EVERY SINGLE DAMN CENT.

If I was to give this game a rating on a scale of 1 to 10

I would say 9/10. If you wanna be true kvlt and black metal af, get this.

10\/10. For 99 cents this game outdoes itself in my personal opinion. A very fun and short platformer that really does make you
feel nostalgic for those good ol 2D super nintendo games.

Only complaints is that the games controls are set up a bit weird but you can personalize them to your taste. A few problems
include getting stuck on objects and dying out of nowhere, but there problems are minor and there's not a constant flow of
inconviences. Plus, this game is fairly new and I am certain those problems will be addressed. I wouldn't recommend this game
if you have a problem with reused content. I've noticed two sound effects taken from other games.

All in all this is a fun game for a good price. gg 9\/10. Actually a dead game. Unreasonably.. THIS game really takes me back to
my childhood. I used to play this on my parents' macintosh apple (the one that actually looked like an apple) in the late 90s and
early 2000s. This game, Nanosaur, and MDK are what got me into PC gaming.

This game has an excellent music selection, the mechanics are fun and simple, and the graphics are cartoonish and fun, which
gives it a more timeless feel. It's easy, but it can be challenging, even replaying it now after 18 years.. The reason I bought this
was to fly VFR in the UK (Mainly Scotland). This makes no difference in Scotland, you'd think they would spend time in
making Edinburgh, the capital of Scotland actually look like something. Arthurs Seat, and important VRP, still looks the same
as the standard terrain(A green pile of clay). Pencaitland, a mountainous area just outside Edinburgh, looks, again, exactly the
same as the standard terrain.. This Game NEEDS VOYAGER like YESTERDAY. quot;Red-Handed". This is a very beautiful
game and it looks like it's a labor of love. The visuals are EXTREMELY pretty! The sound track is some of the best tunes I've
heard in a video game. The story can be a tear-jerker! The gameplay.... ehhhhhhhh, trial and error. LOTS of trial and error. The
stage design punishes you for not knowing the layout(mainly because spikes are a REALLY cheap difficulty tool), and you get
some redundant abilities(you go from wall jump, to wall climbing). It has it's audience(masochists) and it's pretty decent. It's
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worth a play just to see how it plays. I just finished OatBF:DE as a different user on my computer, so a lot of hours didn't
register. I practically 100% the game by getting all of the life and energy orbs and mastered the entire skill tree. Would I do it
again? No. Would I try a demo of the sequel, probably.

God, I wish the rating system wasn't so binary.
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A point and click adventure game that started on the iPad but been ported to the PC really well. Its a point and click
puzzle/adventure game with a heavy music influence and it has among the best game soundtracks I have heard so far. While not
being the hardest game ever it is still challenging and has a lot of humour in it so enjoyed all my time spent in it. Its a game I'd
recommend pretty much everyone to at least try as is an experience I'd want to share.

Mostly storyline achievements but some harder to find specific ones thrown in. I'd recommend a glance at a guide to find them
all as you could very easily miss a few of them. There are also two achievements tied to not altering the time while playing the
game (which makes sense once you have played the game) and one for....altering the time. Would recommend beating the game
while only using real time or in-game means to beat the game and get the time-altering achievement as your last thing.

Time to 100%: ~4½ hours. Why am i the only one buying these

. Some difficulty would be nice. I mean, at least SOME. But after playing for half an hour and at no point even remotely
reaching death, I think it's safe to say that this just a really badly balanced game.

The gameplay is also generic as hell.. Russian Subway Dogs” is a difficult game, and not for everyone, but it’s gameplay is
engaging, it’s difficulty curve is generous, and it’s supported by cute graphics and awesome music.

It also helps that it’s the only game where you can slow down time by drinking a cup of coffee, then roast an elk by air-juggling
vodka right into it’s face.

Best Dogs.. Too loud scream of Animatronic. (I feel the need of re- reviewing this game after failing to find out how to play it)

Pros:

- This is not another game like Day Z or Neather where you're in a world trying to live with no incentive,
This is a story based RPG styal game more compairable to Fallout 3. Heck the diologe menu when talking to NPC's is the same
as Fallout 3.

- The game plays great. Gameplay is very solid and each item is diffrent.

Cons:

- Poor optimization. The game will run great on full settings in some areas but just goes from 60 to 8 in others, now I can play
higher quality games then this on full settings and get a better framerate.

- Zombies kill you in 1 to 2 hits. For the player it takes 7-8 hits to kill a zombie but you die in two. So best aviod all zombies.

6\\10

(Will be watching this game closely could be very fun). 2D Platformer where the goal is to reach the exit of every level. The
player controls a square and moves it by "rolling" towards either left or right. There's no jumping, but there are "pellets" placed
around the levels which, when touched, reverses the gravity. There's a limited but recharging slow-mo ability which improves
left/right movement, especially when on air.

The controls can be annoying at times, like when you're trying to go up a "step" but you're somehow "stuck" coz you're a square
and your movements are affected by gravity. But that's just the beginning! Since a major part of the game is to grab those
"pellets" that can reverse gravity, hitting them with your sexy square body can be a real pain. Most times, these pellets are in
hard to reach areas where one wrong move would cause you to repeat the whole level. The worst part? Physics betrays you coz
either you bounce too soft or too hard that you would miss the pellet.

Well, I just found the game too slow and silent. Most of what you would hear is the box's edges thumping on the platform, and
that's it. Ah, just another day in the life of a box! For extra details, no I did not finish Act I and I never knew how many levels I
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am before the next one.

One more thing. I don't know if I'm okay with half a dollar for this game. I've played too many free platformer flash games
online and they provided way more fun and thrill.
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